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Andrew Tarutani at work reinstalling the
coupling guard on a pump skid.
Photograph courtesy of Andrew Tarutani.
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So much of this issue of HONORSlink is devoted to family —

— the ones subjected to my Honors English seminars and those

specifically, our family of Honors alumni. As I write these

assignments ranging from the analysis of British pastoral

link Staff

words — my very first “Director’s Note” — I have returned

poetry to essays on the cinematic paranoia (and raging mascu-

to my Honors family. From 2007 to 2012 I served as associate

linity) of Dr. Strangelove — I hope you’ll forgive the strict

Contributors

director of Honors at a time when the Honors Program was

paper grades and share your post-graduation stories, as well.

Laura Cotten, Writer, Editor

beginning its transformation. Under the leadership of my

Christian Cubacub ‘20, Photographer
Christopher Santucci ‘16, Photographer

Student Staff
Elizabeth Abrams ‘17, Reporter / Editor
Sarah Feldkamp ‘17, Reporter / Editor
Emma Kapp ‘20, Writer / Editor
Luke Kozal ‘17, Writer / Editor
Ann Lagattuta ‘19, Reporter / Editor
Elizabeth Pedrotti ‘17, Writer / Editor

predecessor, Dr. David Darrow, the vision of a University

link Staff Graduates
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After all, we’re family.

of Dayton Honors Program that was more inclusive and
offered a wider range of opportunities was realized. I feel so

Best regards,

fortunate to “come home” to Honors and both embrace our
Honors traditions and build on Dr. Darrow’s cultivation of so
many new possibilities.

John P. McCombe, Ph.D.

Kristine Perez ‘17, Interviewer
Monica Rook ‘18, Reporter / Editor

For the Honors alums that I haven’t met, I welcome the

Administrative Staff

opportunity to hear about your experiences at UD and in the

Elizabeth Abrams ‘17, Content Manager

years since graduation; this issue of HONORSlink shares just a

Monica Rook ‘18, Content Manager
Ramona Speranza, Managing Editor,

Student News
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few of these wonderful stories. Also, to my former students

Layout and Production Manager
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living there as the capital is home

are the best around.

community. Alumni hosted us at

Regardless of their

their places of work, spoke on

career paths, alumni

panels about their career paths and

revel in the opportunity

thoughts on graduate school and

to help current UD

gave excellent advice on navigating

students with their

the unique atmosphere that is

goals. Want to learn

Washington, D.C.

• Ann Hudock –
Plan International USA

organization? Call an

For me, the most heartwarming

alum. Want advice on

discussion was the confirmation

your next steps after

that our UD spirit is alive in D.C.

• Former Ambassador
G. Philip Hughes –
White House Writers Group

graduation? Call an

One alum described planning his

alum. Need a couch to

move to the capital after graduation.

crash on while looking

He wanted to set up informational

for a place to live in

interviews with as many alumni as

D.C.? Call an alum. Our

possible to better his chances of

UD community does not

landing a good job opportunity. He

end at the borders of the

emailed 33 alumni in the region who

physical university —

were pursuing careers in areas in

it extends to wherever

which he was also interested. Of the

alumni live. This is a

33 alumni he emailed, 32 responded

very special quality

saying they would be happy to meet

of UD.

and help in any way they could. This

rom the desk o

University of
Dayton alumni

to the seventh largest UD alumni

more about a particular

is our UD community.

While chaperoning
the Dayton2DC trip

With the DC Flyers program, I rely

over spring break

on the support of alumni to help

this year we met with

place our cohort of students in

many different alumni

relevant and engaging internships

Laura Cotten
Associate Director
of Fellowships and
Graduate Guidance

throughout Washington, D.C. Again,
our alumni always amaze me — each
is incredibly generous with their
time, energy and willingness to
assist current UD students. Our

• J. Mark Brinkmoeller –
Quest Scope
• Casey Clark –
FTI Consulting
• Liz Clark – The National
Confectioners Association
• Jed Gerlach –
Plan International USA

• Laura Keivel –
Arthritis Foundation

Flyers
in the field

• Meghan Keivel – National
Propane Gas Association
• Lauren Mooney –
Center for Strategic and
International Studies (CSIS)
• Rodell Mollineau –
American Bridge 21st Century
• Tom Novelli –
One Call Care Management
• Meg Poole –
Meridian International Center
• John Porcari –
Parson Brinkhoeffer
• Julia Santucci – formerly with
the U.S. State Department
• Beth Ann Saraco –
World Vision U.S.
• Zac Sideras –
National Democratic Institute
• Mike Veselik – Convergence
Center for Policy Resolution

University Honors P rogram men and women
have multiple flight paths open to them at graduation.
Our alumni have chosen and traveled diverse routes that have led

programs like Dayton2DC and

And to the many alumni working

them to amazing experiences in academics, industry, service

DC Flyers would not be nearly as

on Capitol Hill: Erik Elam, Sam

successful without the support of

Hattrup, Dylan Moore, Amy

and the military. The following stories are shared by those who chose

our UD alumni community. In one

Timmerman and Dominique Yantko,

to work and strive for success right after graduation from UD by

word, our alumni are amazing.

to name only a few — thank you

However, a few continuously go out

taking positions in industry, business, education and government.

each for keeping the Flyer spirit

of their way to help our students:

alive in D.C.!
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Emma DallaGrana ‘13

Ian Dollenmayer ‘16

Emily (Mitchell) Fellows ‘06

After graduating
from UD in 2014
with a degree in
civil engineering,
Leigha Brisco
moved to Atlanta,
Georgia, in order
to work as a
project engineer
at WhitingTurner Contracting Co. The position
is exciting for Brisco because
it allows her to have a hands-on
position that constantly keeps her on
her toes. New challenges arise each
day and every one to two years she
is able to move on to a new project.
Recently, Brisco was promoted to
assistant project manager.

Emma DallaGrana graduated from
UD in 2013 with a triple major in
operations and supply management,
international business and Spanish.
Her first position was with the 3M
Company, and it was a two-year
rotational job which allowed her
to gain exposure to multiple roles
within the supply chain field.
Recently, however, DallaGrana
moved out of the 3M position and
switched to the smaller company,
Amplify Snack Brands, which is
known for its SkinnyPop brand, in
Austin, Texas. At Amplify Snack
Brands she works as a materials
planner. She
is particularly
enjoying this
position as it is
fast-paced and
part of an up-andcoming company.

After graduating
in May 2016
with a degree in
political science
and philosophy,
Ian Dollenmayer
moved to
Columbus, Ohio,
to work as a legislative aide in the
Ohio Senate. Dollenmayer took
this position knowing it would be
an excellent introduction to the
world of politics, and it allowed him
to continue working with Senator
Hackett, on whose campaign he
worked during his time at UD.

Emily (Mitchell) Fellows, a 2006
chemical engineering graduate,
started working immediately after
graduation as a production engineer
for a small chemical plant. This
position attracted her because it
offered experience in a variety of
facets within the chemical industry.
She was responsible for the daily
production, quality, safety and
reliability of equipment lines which
made specialty adhesives. After
two years in this role, she moved to
the company’s design engineering
office, where she worked on
improving existing plants. “I
spent about 18 months traveling
to India and China to support the
construction and startup of a new
facility, where I learned not only
new skills as an engineer, but how
to relate to people of other cultures
and to expand my world view and
comfort zones,” Fellows explained.
She then became the assistant
plant manager of
a larger facility in
Houston, Texas, and
is now the environmental, health and
safety manager
for a different
Houston-area plant.

lumn

Leigha Brisco ‘14

The first project Brisco worked on
was the Science Learning Center at
the University of Georgia. During
the pre-construction phase, she
worked on estimations, project
planning and subcontractor
outreach. During the construction
phase, Brisco was responsible for
coordinating the subcontractors and
schedules and monitoring overall
quality and job safety.
Although Brisco had initially
intended to return to school for her
Master’s degree, she does not need
an extra degree for her current
career path. Because of this, her
continued education primarily deals
with OSHA safety training and
jobsite training.
Brisco credited the Honors Program
and Honors thesis with helping
her learn to push herself and think
creatively. “You don’t have someone
holding your hand in the real world,
so you have to push yourself to think
outside the box in order to solve
problems as they arise every day.”
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— Luke Kozal ‘17

DallaGrana credited the UD School
of Business Administration for
the real-world experience, and
she thanked the Honors Program
for instilling in her a love for
travel: DallaGrana received a Hull
fellowship in 2011, which allowed
her to spend the summer in Spain.

— Luke Kozal ‘17

Dollenmayer believes this was
the best possible way to start his
career because his job puts him
at the center of the office’s day-today operations. In addition to
administrative tasks, he has been
the primary communicator with
constituents in the office and has
helped the senior legislative aide on
policy matters. Because of his work
with Senator Hackett, Dollenmayer
was promoted to senior legislative
assistant to Senator Matt Huffman
at the start of 2017. He is currently
unsure if he would like to pursue an
advanced degree since institutional
knowledge can often prove to be
more valuable.
Dollenmayer credits his Honors
classes for equipping him with
necessary skills for the political
realm as they helped him learn to
think more critically and to logically
support his decisions.

— Luke Kozal ‘17

Image used with permission of Amplify Snack
Brands, 2017.

Fellows found the challenging,
supportive environment in the
Honors Program to be formative
in preparing her for the industrial
workplace. “The Honors and
Berry Scholars programs at UD
encouraged you to expand yourself
and develop skills that are outside
of your core studies,” she said. “The
challenges we faced during the
capstone course, as well as other
community involvement opportunities, helped me develop the

teamwork and collaboration skills
that have been the stepping stone
to my rapid advancement up the
corporate ladder.”

— Elizabeth Abrams ‘17

Jane Kaufman Graham ‘08
Jane Kaufman
Graham’s career
has been shaped
by the strong
community she
experienced at
UD. “The sheer
caliber of my
classmates in the Berry Scholar
program pushed me to think bigger
and expect more of myself. I’m
still in touch with many of them in
my adult life, and they are still an
inspiration to me and a testament
to what we can do with an excellent
undergrad education,” Graham said.
A 2008 alum, Graham majored
in both entrepreneurship and
international business and minored
in Spanish. After graduating,
she took a position as an account
development representative for
Blackbaud, Inc., a global software
company. Within her first four years,
Graham received four promotions.
She moved to a director-level job
at age 29 and is now accountable
for revenue retention of approximately $300 million across 25,000
customers.
As her career and responsibilities
have grown, Graham has been able
to use the sense of mission and
values she learned at UD.
Graham continued on page 8

Flyers in the Field: Alumni Profiles
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Image used with permission of Blackbaud Inc., 2017.

“I truly enjoy helping our nonprofit
customers leverage our technology
to feed more hungry people, save
more homeless animals, bring safe
water to those who don’t have it and
so much more. It’s a fulfilling role,”
she said.
“The Honors Program instilled in
me a moral compass that allows me
to navigate a political and corporate
environment with pragmatism and
boldness, but I never compromise
ethics or forget my duty to serve
others. I’m indebted to the Honors
Program and all of the wonderful
faculty and advisors who influenced
my four years at UD.”

— Elizabeth Abrams ‘17

Andy Kelly ‘12

Robert Saum ‘84

Dan Sheppard ‘01

Mary Jo Thierry ‘90

Jim Vogel ‘16

Andy Kelly, class
of 2012, majored
in communication
when he attended
the University
of Dayton. After
graduation, Kelly
pursued a job in the
healthcare industry which led him
to a position as project manager for
Optum, a branch of UnitedHealth
Group, in Madison, Wisconsin.

Robert Saum graduated from UD in
1984 with an accounting major and
political science minor. Since then,
he has worked all over the world.
His time in the Honors Program
gave Saum “exposure to new ideas
and ways of analyzing and thinking
in a more broad and integrative
manner.”

Dan Sheppard graduated from
UD in 2001 with a double major
in mathematics and psychology.
Inspired by passionate teachers
in his family, Sheppard decided to
give the education field a try; the
Lalanne Program placed him as a
math teacher at a Catholic school
in Cleveland. Sheppard originally
planned to teach for just two years
before returning to school to pursue
a graduate degree, but he found
a “tremendous sense of purpose”
as a high school math teacher and
decided to continue as an educator.
The many leadership roles within
the schools where Sheppard taught
led him to pursue credentials for a
job in administration. Recently, he
accepted the offer to be assistant
principal at the middle school in his
district. “Fifteen years later, I am
still enjoying my choice to pursue a
career in education,” he said.

A 1990 graduate
in business
economics, Mary
Jo Thierry began
her career as
an IT specialist
in Saint Louis,
Missouri, where
she worked on PC hardware and
software support and purchasing
for multiple departments. At the
time, the IT field was “wide open for
opportunity,” and the experience
Thierry gained through real-time
support helped her throughout her
career. Her first post-grad position
taught her “how valuable it is to be
able to think on your feet and under
pressure.”

It is unsurprising that Jim Vogel’s
experience in the Honors Program
augmented his understanding of
the technical skills used as an
accountant for Cintas. While at UD,
Vogel worked with Dr. Darrow as an
accounting associate on the Honors
Program’s finances. He also earned
an accelerated Master’s degree
with his undergraduate degree,
completing both in just over four
years. Along with an internship at
Cintas, this experience gave Vogel
the opportunity to begin a career
in accounting and discern his own
professional skills and preferences.
Vogel said that working for the UHP
“solidified my desire to pursue a
career in corporate accounting.”

Sheppard’s experience at UD, and
in the Honors Program specifically,
left him with a message that has
resonated throughout his post-UD
life: “No matter what major I
studied or industry I pursued, there
is always a way to be of service to
others and help make a difference in
my little corner of the world.” As a
teacher, and now assistant principal,
Sheppard is living this message
every day.

Just six months after graduation
Thierry decided to pursue a
Master’s in information
management, as her bachelor’s
degree was not closely related to
her current position. The Master’s
degree had another bonus: her
company paid 100 percent
reimbursement. While her advanced
degree helped in later years to
provide credibility, Thierry stated
that the Honors Program experience
has also been helpful throughout her
career. She said, “The seminars
helped me to think critically and
independently … the classes were
excellent.”

— Elizabeth Pedrotti ‘17

— Elizabeth Pedrotti ‘17

The additional
insight Vogel gained
from the Honors
Program is more
subtle, but no less
important. Vogel
remarked that the
Chaminade Scholars Program
equipped him with “the necessary
tools and a lens to view my current
job… as an integral part of my
vocation.” He also specified that
the Honors Program “helped me
to realize that attitude, balance
and humility ultimately lead to
happiness and fulfillment” in and
beyond the workplace. Entering
an industry straight out of undergraduate can be intimidating.
However, Vogel was confident in
his decision because of the selfawareness he gained through the
Honors Program.

While working with analytics that
assisted doctors’ focus on helping
the most in need, Kelly makes an
impact on people’s lives. “Being able
to look through all of the data points
in the system are really eye-opening
and enjoyable for me,” said Kelly.
“It helps me feel like I’m making
a difference in the lives of actual
people, instead of just sitting behind
a desk.”
Thanks to
several
different opportunities, Kelly
has secured
advanced
career
opportunities.
This career growth inspired Kelly
to continue his education with a
graduate degree as he hopes to
become a leader in the healthcare
industry. When considering the
Honors Program’s impact on the
evolution of his career, Kelly felt
that his experiences there helped
him become a well-rounded person.
“It taught me enough from a lot of
different disciplines that I can speak
intelligently about many different
topics and be able to connect the big
picture,” said Kelly.

— Monica Rook ‘18
8
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Graham (continued)

Saum began his post-grad career
as an auditor for Ernst & Whinney
(now Ernst & Young) to develop
technical, managerial and business
skills. Although he enjoyed the work
and learning opportunities during
his six years with the accounting
firm, Saum decided to use his
skill set in a different setting and
pursued a Master’s of international
management at the Thunderbird
School of International Management
in Phoenix, Arizona. Saum’s subsequent career path took him to NGOs
in Pakistan, Nigeria, Zimbabwe,
Kenya and East Jerusalem doing
refugee work for the World Bank
in Washington, D.C., India and
Switzerland. Most recently, Saum
served as the World Bank country
director in Kabul, Afghanistan.
Since then, he has returned to D.C.
where he is the
director of regional
integration for the
South Asia region
and works on transnational economic
development and
poverty reduction.
Saum’s career in international
development enabled him to bring
together his professional experience
and personal interests in volunteerism and international relations.

— Elizabeth Pedrotti ‘17

Flyers in the Field: Alumni Profiles
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— Sarah Feldkamp ‘17

in the field
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New graduates Kelly
Kolodziej, Andrew Tarutani
and Katherine Livick are
just beginning their careers.
Here’s what they say about
their first flight into the work
force.

Kelly Kolodziej ‘17
Kelly Kolodziej
was ambitious
with her studies,
double majoring
in operations
and supply chain
management and
marketing, with a
minor in accounting. Thanks to her
hard work, Kolodziej has already
secured a management associate
sales position for after graduation
that began during the summer after
her May 2017 graduation. Looking
back, Kolodziej attributes a part
of her confidence and success to
the Honors Program. “Through
the generosity of Mr. Hull and the
Honors Program, I was able to study
abroad and really expand my world
view,” she said. “Also the Honors
classes I took prepared me better
than I could’ve imagined.”
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When looking to the future,
Kolodziej mentions that she expects
to be living in Pittsburgh, her
hometown, a year from now. While
she is not immediately planning to
attain a graduate degree, she says it
is something that she is considering.
“The company I will work for
offers reimbursement for graduate
school, so I may pursue that route,”
said Kolodziej. She hopes to find
fulfillment beyond just her daily
work life at her new position: “I
want to make an impact wherever
I am.”

— Monica Rook ‘18

Andrew Tarutani ‘17

Katherine Livick ‘17

Andrew Tarutani’s
wide variety of
college experiences have led
him to a position
that is a perfect
fit. A mechanical
engineering major,
Tarutani graduated in May 2017
and then began working for C&I
Engineering in Louisville, Kentucky.
“C&I is a consultant firm which
works with several industries,
including petrochemical and food
processing,” he explained. Tarutani’s
position focuses on improving
processes for clients. His training
in the classroom and the field will
guide him as he generates ideas
for how equipment can be better
utilized.

Katherine Livick,
a four-year Honors
student with a
major in political
science and a minor
in human rights,
interned at the Jack
Kemp Foundation,
studied political science in D.C. and
interned at a non-profit based in
Seattle called the Borgen Project.

One year from now, Tarutani hopes
to be fully acclimated to his new job
and working well with the experienced team of C&I employees. On a
practical level, Tarutani also hopes
to have taken the Fundamentals
of Engineering test, moving
him toward his ultimate goal of
becoming a licensed professional
engineer.
Kolodziej in Ireland during her study abroad.
Photography courtesy of Kelly Kolodziej 2015.

— Elizabeth Abrams ‘17

Although Livick has not secured a
full-time position yet, she knows
she would like to work near her
hometown of Canton, Ohio, and is
interested in work that allows her to
utilize her interest in research. She
mentioned that the Honors Program
has served as a system of motivation
for her — from the moment that
she was accepted, she was determined to graduate with Honors.
Livick’s well-rounded collection of
experiences has molded her into a
seasoned candidate for opportunity
after graduation.

— Anna Lagattuta ‘19

Tarutani assists in Familias Especiales horse therapy
session for the special needs children in Matagalpa,
Nicaragua. Photography courtesy of Andrew Tarutani.

the Honors Program’s support for
experiential learning, both in and
out of the classroom. In addition
to his co-op, he studied abroad in
Guatemala twice and was able to
live and work in Nicaragua last
summer. Tarutani found the Honors
Program’s willingness to work with
students to pursue their specific
programs of interest valuable as his
post-graduate plans took shape.

graduates

THE FIRST FLIGHT
Image courtesy of The Borgen Project 2017.

“It’s so nice to be able to get a taste
of a non-profit. This specific [one] is
very involved; we are doing things
related to policy, while at the Jack
Kemp Foundation it was more
about educating and advancing a
certain idea. It’s interesting to get a
different side of that,” Livick said.

During his time as an undergraduate, Tarutani appreciated

The First Flight: Graduate Profiles
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the art of

FINDING CERTAINTY

the role of community
PRAYER

This past November

at the conference; realistically,

to find their place in the world, and

by Tommy Tappel and Elizabeth

the University of Dayton

would he be able to come, given his

students are searching for their

Abrams, the team agreed upon a

Chaminade Scholars planned

distance from UD and his position

vocations whether they know it or

title: “The Art of Being.”

and executed the first vocation

in the Vatican? However, when he

not,” she said.

conference at UD. The conference

agreed, the students were thrilled

was organized by students who were

and honored. According to those

Vanisko was just one student who

some of us — it’s an art, and you’re

inspired to spread their passion for

who attended the event, he was

proved that the hard work the

constantly building a part of this

vocation — particularly, its value

extremely well-received.

Chaminade students put into the

masterpiece … it’s fluid and always

conference clearly paid off. Miles,

changing, but in every moment

and worth. The event featured three

“It’s kind of what vocation is to

breakout sessions with seminars

“I was surprised by how relatable

who had a major role in the planning

you’re contributing to the overall

from several experts. Sean-Patrick

the keynote speaker was! I knew he

and execution of the event, spoke

picture of vocation, or your master-

Lovett, the keynote speaker, closed

would be a really cool guy, but since

passionately about the topic of

piece,” said Miles.

out the day, which was considered a

he was from the Vatican I thought

vocation and the desire to spread

vast success.

he may go a little over our heads. I

understanding around the campus.

Many of the speakers involved and

was proven completely wrong. I had

She and other members of the

members of the planning committee

“Lovett is the director of English

never felt more loved and appre-

planning team recruited experts to

mentioned how they would like to

media at the Vatican Radio in

ciated by a stranger in my life,” said

speak at the event. “I was surprised

participate in an event like this

Vatican City. As a cohort, we went to

Lauren Vanisko, a sophomore who

at the attendance of the students

again given its great impact and

Rome over the summer and met him

attended the conference. Vanisko

all around campus on a Saturday

success. Hopefully, the conversa-

at the Vatican Radio, where he took

went into the day unsure what to

afternoon and the way our cohort

tions that occurred during the

time to get to know us and ‘see into

expect. Following the conference,

was able to pull together what

conference planted seeds that will

us,’” said Lexi Miles, a senior who

she said she would easily give up

we’ve learned and present in a way

grow and blossom into another

was a member of the conference

another Saturday for a similar

that welcomed others in. It was a

extraordinary day.

planning team.

experience as it broadened her

success,” Miles said.

— Anna Lagattuta ’19

understanding of vocation and gave
It was first proposed without

her valuable and practical insight.

expectation that Lovett speak

“I believe everyone is really longing

looking back
thinking ahead
12

Vocation Conference: Chaminade Scholars Event

BEING
After holding several meetings to
plan the conference, largely led

Photographs by Christopher Santucci ‘16
Poster (right) designed by Lucy Bratton ‘18
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HONORS STUDENT SYMPOSIUM

HONORS ART EXHIBIT

Photographs by Christian Cubacub ‘20

Photographs by Christopher Santucci ‘16

News and notes from the University of Dayton Honors Program

Best of Show: Living with Monsters
by Lucy Bratton ‘18

Congratulations to the 2017 Honors A rt Exhibit winners
Julie Baffoe ’18, Gabrielle Boltz ’17, Lucy Bratton ’18, Rachel Buzeta ’19, Grace Docken ’20,
Miranda Melone ’17, Andrea Mott ’18 , Lauren Murray ’19, Kevin Obergefell ’17,
Kaitlin Restrepo ’17, Sarah Richard ’19, Emily Rickert ’19, Abbey Saurine ’17
and Olivia Thomakos ’18.
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Meghan T. Blank

Jonathan R. Crain

the 2017 Honors class of
180 graduates – included
were 35 Honors with
Distinction awardees and
53 thesis writers.

Jessica M. Bond

Raphael J. Crum

Eric B. Borth

Jessica L. De Groot

‘
MAY 1

Congratulations to

We wish all the best to our
newest Honors Program
alumni, the May 2017
graduates!

Pre-medicine
Biology
Biology

Teresa K. Bradford
Chemical Engineering

Kevin M. Brand

Mechanical Engineering

Meggan A. Bridgett
Biology

Biology

Jonathan Alessi
Biochemistry

Nina L. Butler

Katherine A. Drumm
Benjamin P. Emery

Alexander J. Farmer
Biochemistry

Timothy K. Fasano
Religious Studies

Management Information Systems /
Finance

Kathryn G. Fasoli

Sarah M. Byrne

Sarah E. Feldkamp

Ian N. Cali

Paige C. Flannelly

Alexandra G. Amodio

Biology

Communication: Public Relations

Katie M. Anderson

Leadership

Adolescence to Young Adult Education
/ English

Kieran L. Campbell

Religious Studies / Philosophy

McKenzie J. Anderson

Angela R. Capelety

Pre-medicine / Psychology

Douglas S. Carey

Biology

Finance

Craig J. Attenweiler

Gabrielle M. Castaldo

Mechanical Engineering

Entrepreneurship / Marketing

Erich N. Auer

Jacob J. Clancy

Biochemistry

Biology

Sarah F. Bauman

Kelsey A. Clayback

Psychology

Biology

Pre-medicine

Accounting / English

Jacob R. Glaser

Chemical Engineering

Taylor J. Glickman

Caroline E. Herrmann

Elizabeth A. Kelsch

Andrew D. Letsch

Benjamin M. Hire

Jason N. Kleppel

Alicia A. Linzmeier

Mathematics / Computer Science

Mechanical Engineering

Kelly M. Kolodziej

Criminal Justice Studies /
Political Science

Tyler M. Masthay

Kathryn E. Hoeper

Katherine N. Livick

Margaret K. McAleer

Political Science

History

Medicinal Pharmaceutical Chemistry

Grant A. Lyons

Mollie Colleen McDaniel

Psychology

Communication Management /
Spanish

Kathleen D. Golterman
Psychology

Caroline A. Goodill

Middle Childhood Education

Jessica L. Grilliot

Adolescence to Young Adult Education
/ Biology

Early Childhood Education
Biology

Marketing

Maggie L. Inman

Accounting / Operations Management

Jeannette M. Kurek

Chemical Engineering

Biology

Morgan E. Beemiller

Christopher M. Colwell

Alexandra M. Hallagan

Kayla A. Contardi

Gianna M. Hartwig

Mechanical Engineering

Julia N. Court

Sydney E. Hattendorf

Accounting

Dietetics

Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering

Pre-physical Therapy

Major A. Bernhold
Finance

Anna N. Bettner

Political Science / Human Rights
Studies

Evan R. Birmingham

Finance

Psychology

Blake R. Coury

Biology

Remembering past graduates:

1987

History

Christian R. Jensen
Dentistry

Hunter R. Johnston
Connor R. Judd

Biology

Kaleigh A. Jurcisek

Shannon M. Hayes

Sociology / Criminal Justice Studies

Cassandra J. Hermiller

Mechanical Engineering

Pre-medicine

Luke S. Kozal

Nicholas E. Kunce

Medicinal Pharmaceutical Chemistry

Joseph A. Bena

Marketing / Operations Management

Marissa C. Jama

Pre-medicine

Biology

Pre-medicine

Political Science

Mechanical Engineering / German

Grace E. Hagan
English

Exercise Physiology

Psychology

Michael A. Coladipietro

Kaitlin E. Beemiller

Kyle C. Massie

Elizabeth S. Miller

GRADUATES
Economics

Lauren R. Asman
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Emma M. Doroff

International Business Management /
French

Finance / Operations Management

Finance

Elizabeth A. Abrams

Anne M. Dixon

Pre-physical Therapy

Rebecca T. Browning
Colin E. Bukovec

Political Science

Psychology

Middle Childhood Education

Chemical Engineering

Class of 2017

Biology

Renee K. Brown

Intervention Specialist Education

Justin S. Abbarno

Accounting / Finance

Reed W. Kaiser

Psychology

1992

Biology

Early Childhood Education

Meredith A. MacDonald
Matthew B. Mackowiak

Claudia J. Labrador Rached

International Studies / German

Trevor C. Langton

Psychology

Chemical Engineering
Chemical Engineering

Elizabeth A. Leedom

Pre-medicine / Psychology

Dominick R. Massa
Dentistry

1997

Exercise Physiology

Jessica A. Muhlenkamp

Sarah E. McGrath

Alvin B. Newman-Caro

Sport Management

American Studies / English

Marketing / Finance

Paige E. Morrison

Ryan T. McGarvey

Anna M. Marchiony

Fiona R. Marnik-Said

Krista L. Morford

Erika R. Mrzlak

Adolescence to Young Adult Education
/ Mathematics

Lisa E. Laurenzana

Civil Engineering

Madeline A. Miller

Psychology /
Women’s and Gender Studies

Samantha A. Malick

Psychology / Criminal Justice Studies

Pre-medicine

Finance /
Management Information Systems

Miranda M. Melone
Leland B. Merling
Chemical Engineering

Alexis C. Miles
Biology

Psychology

Chemical Engineering
Pre-medicine

Kristen E. Ney
Music Therapy

Kellie J. Niehaus
Pre-medicine

Kaitlyn R. Nielsen

Entrepreneurship / Marketing

2002
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Elisa M. Nordmeyer

Claire E. Sanfilippo

Andrea Toth

Psychology

International Studies / Spanish

Chemical Engineering

Julia M. Norton

Gabriela M. Sanfilippo

Danielle P. Tout

Kevin P. Obergefell

Virginia A. Saurine

Psychology / Spanish

Early Childhood Education

Mechanical Engineering

Secondary Catholic Religion Education

Kira M. Ogburn

Kendal G. Schaetzle

English

Biology

Megan M. O’Hara

Anna C. Schaffstein

Eryn N. Olson

Raymond M. Schratz

Exercise Physiology

Biology / Psychology

Elizabeth L. Pedrotti
English

Biology / Spanish

Chemical Engineering

Caroline E. Scott
Accounting

Colin E. Wilson

Accounting /
Management Information Systems

Psychology / English

Briar R. Smith

Sport Management

Nicholas W. Racchi

Jensen C. Smith

Biochemistry

History / International Studies

Kiersten S. Remster

Victoria R. Spradling

Art History

Biology

Sarah M. Renfrow

Nolan E. Sroczynski

Operations Management

Economics

Kaitlin L. Restrepo

RosaLia M. Stadler

Biology

Political Science

Danielle M. Reynolds

Leah C. Stuckey

Music Therapy

Matthew R. Riccetti
Biology

Julia K. Russell

Pre-medicine / Spanish

Leena T. Sabagh

Human Rights Studies /
International Studies

Accounting /
Management Information Systems

Megan E. Talty

Exercise Physiology

Andrew C. Tarutani
Mechanical Engineering

Elizabeth G. Todia

Entrepreneurship / Finance

Margaret M. Yocum

service to the community, the

American cultural ambassador to

Yaxuan Yu

summer following graduation

middle-school aged students. But

Pedrotti is working as a leader

her departure is bittersweet. “I

History

Electrical Engineering

intern at the Freedom Schools, a

will miss the staff at the Honors

Kevin M. Wargo

Rita C. Zambon

summer school in a low-income

Program,” Pedrotti said. “I built

area.

a great relationship with them

Accounting / Finance

Applied Mathematical Economics

an English teaching assistant and

Samuel L. Zaharko

Zachary A. Siefker

Mitchell W. Pollard

Staying true to UD’s values of

Margaret E. Wagner

Rachel T. Pohlman

Mechanical Engineering

Biology

Logan J. Wacker

Middle Childhood Education

Psychology

work in Malaysia where she will be

Biology

Entrepreneurship /
Operations Management

plans will take her overseas. In

after her May 2017 graduation.

Evan J. Wypasek

Chemical Engineering

Lauren A. Van Atta

Elizabeth P edrotti was

scholarship, Pedrotti’s own future
January 2018, she will leave to

Adolescence to Young Adult Education

Robert F. Uhrig

said Pedrotti. Thanks to a Fulbright

ready to take on the world

Sarah F. Wood

Mechanical Engineering

Charlotte A. Shade
Biology

Chemical Engineering

Mary E. Turner

Erin E. Peiffer

Mechanical Engineering

Brendan L. Wood

Adolescence to Young Adult Education

Elizabeth Pedrotti ‘17

Psychology

Sarah C. Welsh

working for the program over the

Biology

Jonathan R. Wessels

But before she left to serve other

summer [of 2016], and I will miss

Norbert D. Wessels

communities, Pedrotti was an

seeing everyone.”

Pre-medicine / Psychology
Criminal Justice Studies

Honors student who gave back to

Kathleen E. Willard
Chemical Engineering

the Program. She put her skills as an

Before leaving the University,

English major to use as a reporter

Pedrotti wanted to thank the Honors

and editor for the HONORSlink. She
On-line issues of

link

HONORS

can be found at:
issuu.com/
udhonorsnews

ALUMNI
Classnotes are
featured in every
January issue — please
send us your news!

Program and its staff for all they

also worked as staff in the Honors

had done to help her throughout the

office during the summer of 2016.

years. “I could not have gotten my
Fulbright without the help of Laura

Pedrotti said that writing alumni

profiles for the link was an uplifting
experience. “It was inspiring to
learn what alumni did after UD,”

Cotten,” said Pedrotti. “She was
instrumental.”
Thanks, Elizabeth.

— Monica Rook
Pedrotti presenting her thesis,
Aiscrima e Checchi: Italian-American
Dialect and Development in the New
Millennium, at the Honors Student
Symposium 2017. Photograph by
Christian Cubacub.

2007
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2012
Graduates: link staff

GRADUATE

graduate link staff
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Luke Kozal ‘17
Luke Kozal, mechanical engineer
and UHP student worker since
January of his first year at UD, was
a jack-of-all-trades at the Honors
Program over the last four years.
His varied projects for the Program
gave him a well-rounded experience.
Ready to take on any project or
role offered, Kozal supported
both staff and students alike. One
major undertaking was when he
researched and catalogued every
known thesis advisor throughout
the Honors Program’s 40-year
history. This was one of his favorite
projects, and it convinced him
to pursue his own Honors thesis.
“There was something really
inspiring about reading through 40
years’ worth of individual research,”
said Kozal. “It inspired me to want

to generate my own impact on the

“Working in the [UHP] office was

field of research.”

a truly enjoyable part of my time
at the University of Dayton,”

One of Kozal’s favorite duties at

said Kozal. “After four years in

the Honors office was the editing

the office, I have a lot of fond

he did for the HONORSlink and

memories” — from not being able

other UHP publications. Kozal was

to tell if David Darrow’s sarcasm

a skilled and trusted editor who

was truly sarcasm to cracking Star

served the HONORSlink well. Being

Elizabeth Abrams ‘17

Wars jokes with him; watching UD

Elizabeth Abrams contributed her

an engineering student, Kozal did

beat Ohio State with everyone in the

gifts and talents to the Honors

not expect to enjoy writing but was

office; all of the conversations with

Program in many ways, such as

surprised to find that he enjoyed

Ramona Speranza before and after

serving as the Chaminade Scholar

anything that had to do with writing,

work shifts; chatting with Jill Talley;

associate and as content manager

editing and publishing.

bantering with John McCombe;

for the HONORSlink. Abrams

being able to put a name to a face

believed that being a part of the

Another important role Kozal

for almost everyone in his Honors

Honors magazine staff allowed her

enjoyed was as a lead coordinator

graduating class: all things he will

to learn from alumni and develop

for the annual Honors Student

truly miss.

managerial skills. Abrams also
credited her involvement with

Welcome. He twice lead a 6-person
team that organized 100 leaders

making UD feel a lot smaller. As

Thanks, Luke.

content manager she could observe

to move over 300 Honors students
in just a few hours. However, he

— Monica Rook

affirmed it was easily the most

how paths crossed between current
students and alumni. Her favorite

rewarding project he had during the

article that she wrote was about the

Fulbright and writing a thesis were

Visual Feast, a collaborative event

both educational experiences that

with the Honors Program and the

helped prepare her for the research-

Dayton Art Institute. She enjoyed

oriented atmosphere at Johns

how she was able to gain a different

Hopkins.

and interesting perspective by interviewing the Graul chair, an endowed

Abrams will miss the Honors

language and arts chair.

Program staff because she has built
strong relationships with them, and

In the fall, Abrams will be attending

they have been incredible mentors

Johns Hopkins University to pursue

to her.

a Master of Science in public
health through the Department of
International Health in the Social
and Behavioral Interventions
Program. Thanks to the guidance
of the Honors Program, she feels
ready for her future. Applying for a

year.

EDITOR’S NOTE

Kozal presenting his thesis, Design of an
Opposed-piston, Opposed-stroke Diesel
Engine for Use in Utility Aircraft, at the
Honors Student Symposium 2017.
Photograph by Christian Cubacub.

Thank you and congratulations to all our HONORSlink staff members who
graduated in 2017. Their contributions to the reporting, writing, editing and
interviewing for the magazine were invaluable: Sarah Feldkamp, Gianna
Hartwig, Kelly Kolodziej, Luke Kozal, Elizabeth Pedrotti and Kristine Perez.
Special thanks to our out-going content manager, Elizabeth Abrams, who wore
the many hats of content developer, staff and deadline coordinator, writer,
editor and alumni contact, with grace, aplomb and excellent efficiency.

Kozal (far right) at the Honors Student Welcome
cookout. Photograph by Christopher Santucci.
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Abrams with Chaminade
Scholar cohort. Photograph
by Christopher Santucci

Graduates: link staff

GRADUATE

link staff

Abrams presenting her
thesis, Understanding the
Effects of Propionic Acid
on Listeria monocytogenes
Growth, Survival, and
Virulence, at the Honors
Student Symposium 2017.
Photograph by Christian
Cubacub.

Thanks, Elizabeth.

— Emma Kapp
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news
PRESTIGIOUS AWARDS

Elizabeth Abrams ’17: Maureen E.
O’Rourke Marianist Student Award;
American Society of Microbiology
Undergraduate Travel Award
Raphael Crum ’17: 2017 American
Physiological Society David S.
Bruce Excellence in Undergraduate
Research Award (one of fourteen)

Timothy Fasano ’17: Marianist
Award for Voluntary Service to the
Community
Hunter Johnston ’17: The Charles
R. Kendall ‘29 Memorial Award
of Excellence for Achievement in
Academic and Athletic Effort
Claudia Labrador Rached ’17:
The James L. Heft, S.M., Award
of Excellence in Engineering and
Humanities
Meg Maloney ’18: John E. Riley
Award Recipient for sustained
leadership through involvement with
student initiatives and exemplifying
the educational and service values of
the University and Marianists
Kayla McLaughlin ’18: 2nd place
in the Arthur W. Page Society Case
Study Competition
Kira Ogburn ’17: The Fulbright
English Teaching Assistant
Scholarship for Germany
Elizabeth Pedrotti ’17: The Fulbright English Teaching Assistant
Scholarship for Malaysia
Dante Pezzutti ’18: American
Physiological Society Summer
Undergraduate Research Fellowship,
an international competition awarded
to only 24 undergraduate students
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Rachel Pohlman ’17: The Mary
M. Shay Award of Excellence in
Both Academic and Extracurricular
Activities

Rachel Krebs ’18: Co-author of
“The Science of Smart Hydrophobic
Coatings,” published in PCI Magazine,
February 2017

Kiersten Remster ’17: The Austrian
Federal Ministry of Education
Teaching Assistant Award

Ada Pariser ’18: Author of “Family
Inspires NRHA Intern to Pursue
Rural Medicine,” published in
National Rural Health Association
Rural Roads, winter 2017

Matthew Riccetti ’17: Victoria
Finnerty Undergraduate travel award
from the Genetics Society of America,
supporting attendance at the annual
Drosophila Conference
Julia Russell ’17: Miami Valley
Academy of Family Physicians Award
for the Philosophy of Family Medicine

Leena Sabagh ’17: 2017 Dr. Margaret
P. Karns Award for Academic
Excellence and Service in Global and
Local Issues
Virginia Saurine ’17: The Brother
Wottle Campus Ministry Award
Charlotte Shade ’17: The Charles J.
Ping Student Service Award from the
Fitz Center
Lisa Stone ’18: The Dr. George
Ruppel, S.M., Award of Excellence
in Historical Research; 2018 Stander
Undergraduate Fellowship Award
Kevin Wargo ’17: The Rev. Charles L.
Collins, S.M., Outstanding Citizenship
Award
Eden Williams ’18: Raymond M.
Herbenick Award of Excellence in
Interdisciplinary Integration

PUBLICATIONS
Michael Coladipietro ’17: Co-author
of “Tuning the Photophysical
Properties of BODIPY Dyes through
Extended Aromatic Pyrroles,”
published in RSC Advances,
December 2016

Olivia Thomakos ’18: Author of “F R
A G I L E,” a poem to be published in
Orpheus, the University of Dayton
literary magazine; author of “Finding
Home,” a poem in the ArtStreet
exhibit REVEAL: Citizens of the World

PRESENTATIONS
Elizabeth Abrams ’17: Midwest
Microbial Pathogenesis Conference in
Chicago, IL; presented “The Effects
of Propionate and Oxygen on the
Intracellular Growth of the Foodborne
Pathogen Listeria monocytogenes,”
based on her Honors thesis
Ryan McGarvey ’17: Association
of Marketing Theory and Practice
Conference in Myrtle Beach, South
Carolina, presented his Honors thesis,
“Winning off the Field: How Social
Media Analytics Measures the Sports
Industry”
Mitchell Pollard ’17: Sport and
Recreation Law conference in
Las Vegas, Nevada; presented
“Amateurism and the NCAA: The
Controversy (a Legal Review)”
Benjamin Schmeusser ’18: National
Shellfisheries Association Conference,
Knoxville, Tennessee; presented
“Distribution and Role of L-DOPAContaining Proteins in Oyster Shell
Formation”

Student News: Awards and Announcements

HONORS PROGRAM
2017 Awardees
Student Creativity

HONORS ART EXHIBIT 2017
Julie Baffoe ’18
Gabrielle Boltz ’17
Lucy Bratton ’18 with Best of Show
Rachel Buzeta ’19
Grace Docken ’20
Miranda Melone ’17
Andrea Mott ’19
Lauren Murray ’19
Kevin Obergefell ’17
Kaitlin Restrepo ’17
Sarah Richard ’19
Emily Rickert ’19
Abbey Saurine ’17
Olivia Thomakos ’18
Research and Scholarship

BERRY SUMMER THESIS
INSTITUTE 2017
Sarah Baxter ’19
Steven Borchers ’19
Claire Bowman ’19
Mary Brinkman ’19
Paige Ingram ’19
William Landers ’19
Lauren Murray ’19
Ryan Restrepo ’19
Logan Roebke ’18
Rose Rucoba ’19
Joseph Saurine ’19
Exploring a Call to Leadership
and Service

CHAMINADE SCHOLARS 2017
Thomas Belsterling ’20
Anna Blair ’20
Katrina Coleman ’20
Morgan Day ’20
Sabrina Dunbar ’20
Blair Elmore ’20
Lucy Hartzell ’20
Cole Hepp ’20
Elizabeth Horner ’20
Elyse McMahon ’20
Jacob Montgomery ’20
Alexis Reynolds ’20
Jenna Sorensen ’20
Danielle Villhard ’20
Mark Weyler ’20

Experiential Learning

DC FLYERS 2017
Nicholas Dalton ’18
Lauren Durnwald ’18
Olivia Grondalski ’18
Emily Haynes ’18
Jillian Malone ’18
Alexander Mingus ’18
Morgan Reiser ’18
Sarah Richard ’19
Claire Schmig ’18
Emma Venetis ’18
Jamie Vieson ’18
Cierra Waller ’18
Emma Welsh ’18
Eden Williams ’18

International Study, Leadership
and Service

CORDELL F. HULL INTERNATIONAL
FELLOWSHIP FUND FELLOWS
FALL 2016

Sarah Bergen ’18
Hannah Gahimer ’19
Olivia Grondalski ’18
Lisa Laurenzana ’17
Joseph Mauch ’18
Caroline Mccahey ’18
Hannah Richards ’18
Joshua Romo ’19
Julie Sfiligoj ’18
Rosalia Stadler ’17

SPRING 2017
International Experiential Learning

GLOBAL FLYERS 2017
INDIA

Sarah Bergen ’18
Kelly Fuller ’19
Marie Harla ’19
Eva Schuller ’18

LONDON
Kate Bennett ’19
Vanessa Carey ’19
Rachel Kessler ’18
Mira Khalil ’18
Anna Pierce ’19

OXFORD
Katherine McCaffery ’18
Kylie Thompson ’18
Elizabeth Turnwald ’18
Scholarship

GAR FELLOWS 2017
Katrina Coleman ’20
Blair Elmore ’20

Kelsey Albertino ’19
Macey Berkley ’19
Brian Borman ’19
Morgan Day ’20
Matthew Deters ’19
Brianna Dooley ’20
Jessica Eischen ’19
Anne Fitz ’19
Karin Forsthoefel ’18
Elizabeth Gibbons ’20
Amy Griffith ’19
Craig Kaiser ’19
Christina Kang ’19
Hannah Klein ’19
Benjamin Krajnak ’19
Andrew Kramer ’18
Ryan Kronk ’19
Kara Langenderfer ’20
Evan McCormick ’18
James Nagai ’20
Will Nawrocki ’19
Victoria Obermeier ’18
Noelle Rizzo ’19
Nina Santarpia ’20
Olivia Stanforth ’19
Kristina Tinkle ’19
Samantha Windsor ’19

NOTES
DANIEL P. ARNOLD SCHOLARSHIP
RECIPIENT 2017

Leadership

Olivia Grondalski ’18

2017 COORDINATING LEADERS

PATRICK F. PALERMO FOUNDERS
FUND FELLOW 2017
Mercedes Ramsey ’18
Jamie Vieson ’18
Ryan Westerbeck ’18

HONORS STUDENT WELCOME
Elizabeth Gibbons ’20
Paige Hallstrom ’20
Emma Kapp ’20
Serafino LaGalbo ’20
Khalilah Manson ’19
Monica Rook ’18
Shannon Saelinger ’20
Shelbie Weightman ’20
Claire Wilson ’20
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August
18 Honors Student Welcome

September
8 Signature Program Celebration
15 Junior On-line Workshop
23 Danny Arnold 5K Run/Walk

October
15 Hull Applications Due (for Winter/
Spring 2018 trips)
27 DC Flyers Applications Due
TBD Senior Thesis Meeting
TBD Sophomore Meeting
TBD First-Year Meeting

November
1 Global Flyers Application Due

December
1 Art Show Entries Due
10 Thesis Intent Documents Due
Honors Art Exhibit 2017.
Photograph by Christopher Santucci.

2017 Issue 2

15 December Graduation Lunch
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